Micki Mazza

COLORIST • STYLIST

For over 30 years, Micki Mazza is renowned for her artistic instincts
and perception that compliment her client’s features, along with a true
expression of their individual lifestyle. Micki is admired for her individualized custom designs, and the freedom of expression which
elevates the confidence and self-assurance of her clientele.
To this date, Micki continues to be honored with countless awards,
recognition and accolades throughout the beauty industry by means of
competitions, published media, commercials and fashion photo shoots.
She is highly respected in the industry, as her inspired designs have
been featured in Goldwell US., Modern Salon, Passion Magazine,
Coiffure Q, City Shore, Ashore Magazine, Behind the Chair, and Sun
Sentinel Fashion among many others.
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Micki travels the world, striving to expand her extensive knowledge
and keeps abreast of current trends internationally. Her competitive
nature and unique designs have bestowed Micki with innumerable
awards and recognition with several semi-finalist placements.
COMPETITIONS:
Goldwell Glossy Project Contest 2003-2004-2005 (Printed)
Goldwell Trend Zoom 2007 “Nomadic Freedom” (Entered)
Goldwell Trend Zoom 2008 “Rockmantic “(USA Semifinalist)
Goldwell Trend Zoom 2009 “Ecopolitan “(USA Semifinalist)
Goldwell Color Zoom 2010 “Just Naked “(USA Semifinalist)
Goldwell Color Zoom 2011 “Play Strong” (USA Semifinalist)
Goldwell Color Zoom 2012 “Fascinature “(Entered)
Goldwell 2011 Ultimate Colorance Contest

Micki is passionately inspired by her entrepreneurial spirit, visions and
humanitarian deeds. She is the owner and founder of her business
“Mazza Designs Consulting, Inc.” a distinctively Green and New
Inspired designed jewelry collection, (Reflecting Cancer) embracing
meaningful messages intertwining eclectic symbolisms and designs.
She has donated her exclusively designed pieces to reflect the causes
of several charities. The LLS Foundation, MOA Museum of the Arts,
and she hopes to help in Children of sexual Abuse.
On a personal level, Micki enjoys her freedom of expression in unlimited creative projects. “Designing is my LIFE… Making something out of
nothing, as in her coloring or designing hair, everyone has something
beautiful about them; I really enjoy bringing that out.” It’s the real
people in my business that inspire me, as well as creating my custom
jewelry, accessories, cooking, my writings, interiors, and working &
developing my many upcoming concepts & ideas.
“I have never settled for the Status Quo - Nor will I ever!” Says Ms.
Mazza– It all just comes naturally for me… Micki is the quintessential
artist.

